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1. General information

2. Learning goals

3. Assessment (1st and 2nd call)

4. Methodology, learning tasks, syllabus and resources

4.1. Methodological overview

The methodology followed in this course is oriented towards the achievement of the learning objectives. A wide range of
teaching and learning tasks are implemented.  

4.2. Learning tasks

The program offered to help the student achieve the expected results includes the following activities:
  - Class attendance
  - Problem solving in small groups
  - Performing assisted laboratory practices
  - Study and personal work
  - Resolution of doubts through personal tutorials or in small groups
  - Accomplishment of the corresponding evaluation tests 

4.3. Syllabus

The course will address the following topics: 
Introduction

Topic 1: P  organizationrocessor
      of Segmentation: exception HandlingReview
     Multicycle operations. Out of order execution.
     Register renaming and memory disambiguation.
     Branch prediction
     Multithreading

Topic 2: M  organization emory hierarchy
     Review: basic techniques for  performanceimproving
     Advanced techniques for improving performance
     Segmented cache access



     Multi ported caches
     Non-blocking caches
     Prefetching

Topic 3: Instruction set architecture
     Design Options
     RISC example: general purpose ARM
     CISC example: Intelgeneral purpose 
      example: DSP TMSVLIW

Topic 4: Compilation
     Stages of compilation
     Register allocation and instruction scheduling
     Optimization
     Memory h   code optimization ierarchy oriented

4.4. Course planning and calendar

The course is organized in 2 hours of class and 1 hour of problems each week.
In addition, 6 sessions of practice of 2 hours each are performed.
The schedule will be implemented for each teaching group when the academic calendar of the University of Zaragoza is
approved
 

4.5. Bibliography and recommended resources

http://psfunizar10.unizar.es/br13/egAsignaturas.php?codigo=30235&Identificador=14700


